
 

Keymacro is a powerful and intuitive “type”-aware macro recorder. KEYMACRO enables you to save multiple macros across
various documents. With a simple and intuitive workflow, you can easily record actions of multiple documents simultaneously.
After a macro has been recorded, it can be saved with a custom name and used across various documents for future reference.
Additionally, you can share your macros with your colleagues through a link to a text file. KEYMACRO Description: Keymacro
is a powerful and intuitive “type”-aware macro recorder. KEYMACRO enables you to save multiple macros across various
documents. With a simple and intuitive workflow, you can easily record actions of multiple documents simultaneously. After a
macro has been recorded, it can be saved with a custom name and used across various documents for future reference.
Additionally, you can share your macros with your colleagues through a link to a text file. KEYMACRO Description: Keymacro
is a powerful and intuitive “type”-aware macro recorder. KEYMACRO enables you to save multiple macros across various
documents. With a simple and intuitive workflow, you can easily record actions of multiple documents simultaneously. After a
macro has been recorded, it can be saved with a custom name and used across various documents for future reference.
Additionally, you can share your macros with your colleagues through a link to a text file. KEYMACRO Description: Keymacro
is a powerful and intuitive “type”-aware macro recorder. KEYMACRO enables you to save multiple macros across various
documents. With a simple and intuitive workflow, you can easily record actions of multiple documents simultaneously. After a
macro has been recorded, it can be saved with a custom name and used across various documents for future reference.
Additionally, you can share your macros with your colleagues through a link to a text file. PROGRAMMABLE FREQUENTLY
USED CONDITION BANNER AVAILABLE IN THIS FILE - Change the text on the left hand side of the banner to suit your
needs. KEYMACRO Description: Keymacro is a powerful and intuitive “type”-aware macro recorder. KEYMACRO enables
you to save multiple macros across various documents. With a simple and intuitive workflow, you can easily record actions of
multiple documents simultaneously. After a macro has been recorded, it can be saved with a custom name 70238732e0 Virtual
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